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Abstract
Computer music generation systems aid musicians in creating and producing high
quality music using computers. In the few past years, various intelligent techniques have been
used to teach computers ways of generating music either through composition, improvisation,
or expressive music playing. This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the recent
publications in music generation field. We particularly focus on music composition
applications, especially those adopting algorithmic composition techniques. Our analysis
covers the most recently adopted techniques such as deep neural networks and generative
adversarial networks. The importance of our analysis is to give insight to researchers of this
area about the most suitable techniques to choose from to perform each musical task. Our
study shows that the most successful commonly used technique for improvisation is factor
oracles. As for music expressiveness which is a rather new field, mathematical models and
neural networks achieved the best results. Composition systems have various branches;
however, the state-of-the-art technique for composition applications is the generative
adversarial networks.
Keywords: Computer Music, Machine Learning, Computational Intelligence, Algorithmic
Composition, Artificial Intelligence

1. Introduction
Since the invention of computers, utilizing their computational power and precision in
the field of music generation and composition has been very tempting. A recent research by
B. Jack Copland et al. [1] confirms that the first computer generated musical notes were
recorded in the late 40's by Alan Turing; the father of modern computer science himself. The
authors' finding defies the myth that the first computer musical notes were heard in the late
50's (Illiac Suite) [2], overlooking the pioneering work of Turing in turning computer into a
musical instrument as they described it. Turing discovered that repeating the emission of
clicks from the loudspeaker of his Manchester computer with certain patterns, is interpreted
by human ears as a continuous sound rather than discrete clicks. Furthermore, he discovered
that the different patterns sound like different musical notes such as C5 and F4. Later, in 1951,
Christopher Strachey, a talented programmer, succeeded in developing a program that
generates Britain's national anthem "God Save the King" [3] along with other melodies, which
were then recorded by the BBC [4].
As computer prices continued to decrease, many music composers replaced instruments
with sets of small-sized computers in their studios. Consequently, in the past few years,
research on computer music evolved significantly and became challenging for the Artificial
Intelligence (AI) community in particular. AI was heavily involved because teaching
computers to create (or assist in the creation of) music needs high levels of creativity.
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According to Ramon Lόpez [5], current music generation applications can be classified
into three categories; improvisation, composition, and expressiveness. Improvisation
mentioned in [5], or interaction as named by Herremans et al. [6], represents the process
where computers generate music in real-time in response to and in harmony with human
musicians. The complexity of computer improvisation comes from the fact that there is no
time to tune the output music; no preparation nor rehearsals. Composition is the musical task
of formulating a new musical piece with all its components which are mainly: melody,
accompaniment, and rhythm. Each of the music composition tasks can be performed either
fully or partially by a computer. Expressive performance simulation is the study of
introducing music players' personal touch to the computer-generated music compositions
through some techniques such as phrasing, dynamics, articulation, etc.
In this survey, we try to give a broad idea of the various AI applications, challenges, and
research directions within the field of computer music generation. For each music generation
category, we list the state-of-the-art systems and intelligent techniques used. We also put forth
an objective analysis of these techniques accompanied by the corresponding musical tasks
that can be accomplished by applying them. In our analysis, we stress on the strengths and
weaknesses of each technique with respect to the musical tasks associated to it. Our work
aims to expound the most proper techniques to choose from for each musical task, justifying
these choices. We aspire that our work would give insight about future research directions
related to the field of computer music generation without ignoring the potential enhancements
to the currently existing applications and techniques.
This paper is organized as follows; the next section gives a graphical classification of
computer music generation applications without digging into technical details. Sections 3, 4,
and 5 elaborate on the applications and AI techniques adopted in the three main music
generation categories; improvisation, composition, and expressiveness respectively. At the
end of each of these sections, an analysis of the implemented techniques is included
highlighting the pros and cons of each. We discuss results of our analysis in Section 6 and
conclude our study in Section7 recounting some thoughts about what would come next in the
field. In the future we intend to prepare a detailed survey for the algorithms used in computer
music composition. On the other hand, we intend to implement and compare between groups
of algorithms in the field as possible.

2. Classification of Computer Music Applications
In 2006, Ramon Lόpez [5] classified the applications of computer music into three
major categories; music composition, synthesizing expressivemusical performances, and
music improvisation. To our knowledge, most of computer music applications lie under the
umbrella of these three categories. Our survey discusses the definition and the advancements
in each of the three categories while going in depth into the category of music composition.
Proceeding from Lόpez's categorization, the diagram in Figure1 represents a classification for
the different computer music generation systems in general and for the music composition
applications in specific.
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Figure 1. Classification of Computer Music Generation Systems

The diagram from its left side divides music generation systems into three categories;
either improvisation systems which mainly provides interaction between computer musician
and a human musician (discussed in Section3), or music composition systems that are
responsible for generating musical pieces of different features and tastes (discussed in
Section4), or the last category; the expressive performance systems which simulates the
personal touch of human musicians by computers (discussed in Section5).
Music composition systems deals with automating the different components of a
musical piece, which mainly are:
 The melody which is the main musical notes of the piece,
 The accompaniment or the notes that accompanies the main melody and are in harmony
with it, and the rhythm or the beats of the musical piece.
The melody is represented by notes pitch and timbre. On the other hand, there are
various types of accompaniment music such as: counterpoint, chorale harmonization, chord,
and the bass accompaniment which will be all discussed in Sections 4.1 to 4.7.As follows we
outline the modern and pioneering research in each of the music generation categories
(improvisation, composition and expressiveness) analyzing the used AI techniques; their
strengths and weaknesses.

3. Study of Music Improvisation Systems
A pioneering work in music improvisation includes "The Continuator", an
improvisation system developed by Francois Pachet [7], using Markov model of musical
styles. Later, Gil Weinberg and Scott Driscol [8] merged improvisation with robotics by
creating a robotic drum-player using a bunch of already existing rhythm analysis and
generation algorithms in their work. In the following years, Weinberg along with other
researchers extended the work on robotic musicians and developed a robotic Xylophone
player utilizing genetic algorithms (GAs) [9].
Concurrently, OMAX-OFON [10] was developed that uses statistical learning method
to create an improvisation musician-machine. The architecture of OMAX-OFON is hybrid
between two famous musical frameworks; Max and Open Music communicating together.
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OMAX is based upon the Factor Oracle (FO) model which is a finite state automaton
originally developed for effectively searching for substrings (factors) in a given text. G.
Assayag et al. did further research with FO in [11,12]. Arshia Cont et al. [13] developed an
anticipatory machine improvisation system applying reinforcement learning aiming to mimic
a human musician style. More recently, Nika et al. [14] developed Import K; a guided humancomputer improvisation system which has a reactive architecture, also in terms of FO.
Subsequently, Ken Déguern el et al. [15] developed two methods for improvisation systems.
The first system combines interpolated probabilistic models with a FO. The second is a
multidimensional system that is built on probabilistic message passing between dimensions (a
cluster graph).
Table 1. Summary of AI techniques used in Improvisation
TECHNIQUE
Misc.*

REFERENCES
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES
2006[8]
Used in rhythm interaction, used in A percent of noise in
robotic musicianship.
the generated rhythm.
Genetic
2008[9]
Used in robotic musicianship,
Needs optimization to
Algorithm
enables robot to make decisions
decreasethe response
about playback modes.
time.
Unsupervised
2007[13]
Reach an anticipation without prior Might need a lot of
Learning
knowledge.
training.
Markov
2003[7]
Imitate musical style, continue on a Time consuming.
Chains
given musical input.
Factor Oracle 2006 [10],2007
Achieves certain formal planning
Produced music is not
[13],
with only small data available, can
rich.
2010 [11],
combine between reactivity and
2012[12],
anticipation, can learn the
2015 [14],2018
correlation between musical
[15]
dimensions.
*The author used a collection of already existing machine learning algorithms

Table 1 summarizes the AI techniques used in developing computer music
improvisation systems since the year 2003. Researches applying more than one technique
appears more than once in the table. Experimenting with miscellaneous already existing
machine learning algorithms in [8] resulted in robotic musicianship and rhythm interaction
with fair results having a bit noisy nature.
Genetic algorithms are used in robotics musicianship and allows for robot's decision
making. For example, [9] fitness function enables the robot to choose which melody to play
next. The problem with using GAs for real-time improvisations is that in order to minimize
the response time, the generated melodies should be short in length and the number of
candidates should be limited. Unsupervised learning helps in reaching a musical anticipation
by the computer through training on small amounts of data without any prior musical
knowledge [13]; however, it might need a lot of training to reach that anticipation. Markov
Model help in imitating a music player's style or continue on his/her input playing. As an
example, Pachet's system [7] was developed to be able to either imitate a certain musical
style, perform as a continuation of a musician's input, or as interactive improvisation back up.
Markov chains are time consuming so this might affect the response time, that's why they are
more suitable for style imitation or music continuation not real-time response playing.
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Factor Oracle has a big share of improvisation applications and proves to be suitable for
the task. It has the advantage of achieving certain formal planning (anticipation) with only
small data available through unsupervised learning and no prior information of formal
structure for any musical style [13]. FO also allows for combining both reactivity and
anticipation in the music generation process. For example, [14] works by embedding offline
processes into a reactive framework; it is controlled by a scenario so that it generates
anticipations ahead of time before performance. The generated music is rewritten or refined
over time in reaction to external controls or parameters or scenario alteration. In [15], FO
were applied to learn the correlation between dimensions (which represent musical features
such as melody, harmony, etc.) by training probabilistic models on a corpus of musical work ,
and these correlations were afterwards used to guide the search in the FO to ensure a logical
improvisation. The improvisations generated by FO is still not rich enough to satisfy human
ears.

4. Analysis of Music Composition Systems
Computer music composition became highly correlated with the term "algorithmic
composition" which, from its name, uses algorithms in automating the music composition
process. In 2013, Jose and Francisco [16] gave a comprehensive survey on algorithmic
composition where they listed, giving examples, the various techniques used in thatfield. The
authors concluded their survey that each technique alone was not enough for generating
satisfying compositions and that it is rather worth studying the combination of various
techniques. The following subsections discuss recent research in each composition task.
4.1 Melody Pitch
When composing a musical piece, one of the first elements a musician would think
about is the main melody of that piece. The melody is a set of single consecutive, satisfying,
notes forming the musical piece. Musical notes are mainly distinguished by their pitch which
is the human interpretation to sound wave frequency and is closely related to it. Many music
generation systems aim to imitate human composers' experience; thus Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) makes a suitable approach for the task. María Navarro-Cáceres et al. [17]developed a
case-based reasoning architecture along with a Markov model to obtain the probabilities of a
given note following the last note incorporated in the melody. The system gets a user
feedback through a mechanical device connected to it to control the pitches and the duration
of the musical notes.
In their survey, Jose et al. survey [16] hinted about the need for multi-objective fitness
function for evolutionary algorithms corresponding to the multiple factors affecting music
generation. Pedro et al. [18] proposed a multi-objective fitness function for enhancing the
selection process of melody generation. Moreover, they proposed "Melodic Trees" as a data
structure for chromosomes representation. Although explored the use of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) in music composition, Jose's survey [16] did not mention much about Deep
Neural Networks and Deep Learning which has been extensively used in research since then.
Florian et al. [19] developed a system for melody generation through deep recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) that is able to capture long-range temporal structure. Benjamin Smith [20]
took advantage of the conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM)ability to model
temporal dependencies to achieve full reconstructions of musical pieces given a few starting
seed note. Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) lead to a major breakthrough
in many fields, including music generation. Wave Net [21] which is a deep neural network for
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generating raw audio waveforms is the first application of GANs dealing with audio data.
Wave Net was primarily developed for speech synthesis purposes; however, when
experimented on musical piano pieces it was able to produce realistic musical waveforms. LiChia Yang [22] also utilized GANs for melody generation but worked on MIDI sequences in
the symbolic musical space. Hao-Wen Dong et al. [23] developed a GAN for multi-tack
music generation. Gong Chen et al. [24] is another example for utilizing GANs in algorithmic
composition.
4.2 Melody Timbre

Another aspect of musical piece melody is "Timbre" which is more related to musical
instruments sounds interpretation. The most common definition of timbre is that it is the
quality or tone of sound and it distinguishes different voices; thus, so important in our
interpretation of musical sounds and instruments. Daniel Mintz [25] developed a method for
timbral synthesis based on timbral description scheme that is more standard than the verbal
description suggested earlier, which is MPEG-7. In Daniel's system, users can specify the
timbre they want using standardized descriptors. The timbral synthesis engine converts these
descriptor values into control envelopes based on linear optimization in order to transform
analysis equations into synthesis equations. The coefficients of these equations allows for
precise specification of points in a timbral space. Further working with timbral spaces, Allan
Seago et al. [26] proposed a timbre space search strategy, based on weighted centroid
localization (WCL). Seago expanded on his work in [27].
Timbre's effect is shown clear in the process of orchestration in music composition;
which is even more complicated than sound synthesis because in this case each sound's timbre
contributes in the overall interpretation of the generated music. Carpentier et al. [28]
introduced Orchidée, which is a time-efficient evolutionary orchestration algorithm that
allows the discovery of optimal solutions and favors the exploration of non-intuitive sound
mixtures. In a very recent research, Marcelo Caetano et al. [29] developed a computer aided
orchestration system using an artificial immune system (AIS) called Opt-aiNet. Opt-aiNet is
formulated as a multi-modal system that searches for combinations of musical instrument
sounds that minimize the distance to a reference sound encoded in a fitness function.
4.3 Counterpoint Accompaniment
Counterpoint is a special type of harmony or music accompaniment that has a set of
strict rules to generate multiple accompanying voices (typically two to four). Thus, rule-based
systems were convenient for this type of harmony. Gabriel Aguilera et al. [30] used Derive 6,
a computer algebra system, to code counterpoint rules by means of probabilistic logic.
Away from rule-based systems, Victor Padilla et al. [31] recently developed an
imitative system for generating two-voice counterpoint based on Palestrina-style. Their
system combines statistical generation and pattern discovery. Once patterns are organized
according to a probabilistic distribution, two-voice counterpoint is generated into those
patterns using a first-order Markov model. Subsequently, Cheng et al. [32] intended by their
work to imitate the way of real composers in writing music in a nonlinear fashion rather than
chronological one adopted by the earlier systems. They trained a convolutional neural
network to generate partial musical scores, moreover, they introduced the use of blocked
Gibbs sampling as an analogue to rewriting.
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4.4 Chorale Accompaniment
Chorale accompaniment is the type of harmonization that is formed of four-part music
lines; soprano and three other lower voices. Recent research by F. Liang et al. [33] presents
BachBot; a deep LSTM generative model for producing music in the style of Bach's chorales.
G. Hadjeres et al. [34] also developed a system that imitates Bach's chorales; however, they
used a dependency network and pseudo-Gibbs for the music sampling. T. Yamada et al. [35]
compared between the use of Bayesian networks (BNs) and recurrent neural networks in
chorale music generation highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each.
4.5 Chord Accompaniment
Chord accompaniment is the most leading type of harmony. It is the set of multiple
harmonic notes that sound simultaneous when heard. Several techniques were used in chord
accompaniment generation; Liu et al. [36] developed a genetic algorithm (GA) to generate
polyphonic accompaniment, in which the fitness function consists of several evaluation rules
based on music theory instead of human feedback. They later [37] introduced the use of data
mining to extract chord patterns and styles from specific composer's music. The extracted
patterns were fed as genes into the GA whose fitness function is also based on music theory.
Concurrently, Navarro et al. [38], also embedded music theory in their system through
developing a penalty function that encodes musical rules to automatically generate chord
progressions. They also made use of artificial AIS in order to propose candidates for the next
chord in a sequence that minimize the penalty function. The AIS enabled for proposing
several candidates due to finding multiple optima in parallel.
Neural Networks also have a good share of recent chord generation applications;
Brunner et al. [39] recently developed an approach for polyphonic music generation that is
based on LSTMs. Music is generated in twosteps; first, a chord LSTM predicts a chord
progression based on a chord embedding. A second LSTM then generates polyphonic music
from the predicted chord progression. A very recent research by M. Nadeem [40] deploys
LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks to generate musical notes along with their chords at the
same time using a fixed time-step with a view to improve the quality of the music generated.
Separate layers of chord and note data are trained in parallel before combining the output of
those layers (through a dense layer followed by a final LSTM layer) to produce new music.
This technique ensures that both inputs, notes and chords, are considered at all steps of
generation, and thus are closely related.
4.6 Bass Accompaniment
Generating Bassline is another aspect of accompaniment music that is closely related to
chord accompaniment. In addition to main and chord accompaniment generation, Liu et al.
[36] used GA to generate Bass line. Their system conducted GA three times with different
fitness functions for each of the polyphonic accompaniments aspects. K. Komatasu et al. [41]
enhanced on their work in [42] by adding a bass-line generation model through genetic
programming.
4.7 Rhythm
Rhythm represents the beats of the musical piece it determines the speed and style of the
piece. Since Rhythmis a regularly repeated pattern of musical beats, recent research of rhythm
composition is closely related to pattern mining. Liu et al. [37] developed an evolutionary
composition system based on genetic algorithms and pattern mining. The extracted patterns
then serve as the basis for chromosome representation. Long et al. [43] used pattern mining in
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order to develop a melody composer (T-Music) that utilizes the correlation between a melody
and its lyric to compose new music given a lyric. Finding lyric-note correlations is based on
performing a frequent pattern mining on a large database containing existing songs each of
which involves both its melody and its lyric. Earlier efforts of style imitation include Chiu et
al. [44] music composition approach that utilizes pattern mining techniques to discover the
rules of music composition characterized by the music properties, music structure, melody
style and motif.
Table 2. Summary of AI techniques in music composition
TECHNIQUE

Genetic
Algorithms

Case-Based
Reasoning
Artificial
Neural
Networks

Deep Neural
Networks

Linear
Optimization
Artificial
Immune
System
Rule-Based

APPLIED IN

STRENGTHS

Pitch: 2016 [18] Timbre: 2010 [28] Chord: 2012 [36],
2015 [37] -Bass:
2012 [36], 2015
[41] – Rhythm:
2015 [37]
Pitch: 2017 [17]

Close to natural composition
process, can be conducted to
perform multiple compositional
tasks in parallel.

Counterpoint:
2010 [30]- Chord:
2015 [38]

Easier to develop due to
existence of musical rules, can
assist other techniques better
results.
Help in predicting the next note.

WEAKNESSES

Single fitness function is not
enough to select the best musical
solution, while multi-objective
fitness functions are sometimes
contradictory and combining
them needs optimization.

Not enough alone to generate
satisfying results, needs external
guidance.
Counterpoint:
Produce almost pleasant music,
BN generated unsmooth bass
2019 [32] can produce polyphonic music,
lines, while the RNN generated
Chorale:2017
RNNs And CRBM are capable of alto and tenor lines that tend to
[34],2018 [35] capturing long term dependencies be monotonous, some network
Chord:2017 [39],
in music, capable of producing
types such as dependency
2019 [40]
four-part harmonization,
networks are time consuming.
convolution networks allow for
revisiting generated compositions
for enhancement.
Pitch: 2016 [19],
Enable training on large musical Sometimes the network is not
2017 [20] corpus, can be conducted to
deep enough for getting
Chorale:
perform multiple compositional satisfying results which needs
2017 [33]
tasks in parallel, ability to extract more computation.
musical features from data.
Timbre:2007
More standard than verbal
Performs better in lower
[25],2010[26],2013 descriptors.
dimensions timbral spaces.
[27]
Timbre: 2019[29] - Gives more than one solution.
Needs threshold function if
Chord:2015 [38]
fewer solutions are needed.

Markov
Chains

Pitch: 2017 [17] Counterpoint:
2018 [31]

Generative
adversarial
Networks

Pitch: 2016 [21],
2017 [22], 2018
[23], 2018 [24]

A means of capturing human
musical experiences.

Are not enough alone.

Does not capture long term
musical dependencies, not
suitable for polyphonic music,
time consuming.
Applicable on monophonic and
Needs high computational
polyphonic music, can be applied power, multiple adversarial
to symbolic or waveform music, networks need optimization to
generated music is highly rated, be combined.
multiple adversarial networks can
be applied.
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Table 2 gives a brief summary for the AI techniques used in music composition since
the year 2007. Genetic algorithms can be applied in melody pitch generation, timbre
orchestration, chord, bass line and rhythm generation. They are close to the natural process of
music composition; "For composers, it provides an innovative and natural means for
generating musical ideas from a specifiable set of primitive components and processes. For
musicologists, these techniques are used to model the cultural transmission and change of a
population's body of musical ideas over time" [45].GAs also have the advantage of being able
to perform several composition tasks in parallel such as melody and chord generation [41], or
polyphonic accompaniment [36, 37] (formed of main, bass, and chord). The problem with
genetic algorithms for music generation is always in finding the best fitness function. In most
of the cases a single fitness function is not enough to judge the multi-facets nature of music.
Thus, a multi-objective fitness function is needed for the task, the problem with this approach
is that all the fitness evaluations (sometimes contradictory) need to be combined formulating
an optimization problem.
Case-based reasoning CBR can be used in melody pitch generation specially in
imitation systems as it represents a means of capturing human past composition experiences
that can then be used to produce new melodies of the same style. None the less, CBR need
external guidance for the generated pitches and duration to get satisfying results [17].
Artificial Neural Networks ANNs along with Deep Neural Networks are applied in
various composition tasks such aschorale, counterpoint and chord accompaniment in addition
to melody pitch generation. When evaluated by human listeners, these techniques are proved
to produce appealing music to the ears to a great extent [32-34, 40]. ANNs are able to produce
polyphonic music [39] as well as four-part chorales [34, 35]. Recurrent neural networks and
conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM) are capable of capturing long-term
dependencies between notes so as to generate notes consonant with previous ones.
Convolution Networks tend to be more realistic in simulating the composition process, not
chronologically, but rather in an arbitrary manner revisiting and enhancing previously
generated melody parts [32]. In addition to ANNs strengths, deep NNs have the advantage of
enabling training on large musical corpus [19]. Moreover, they can perform composition tasks
in parallel such as generating rhythm and melody [19]. Deep NNs are successful data-driven
models; they are able to extract musical features from the given (training) data only without
any prior musical knowledge, then produce compositions of the same style thus providing
more generalization [19, 20, 33]. The problem with deep NNs is that sometimes they are not
deep enough to produce satisfying results which leads to adding more layers and consequently
consuming more computational power [20]. The comparison between RNNs and BNs for
chorale generation [35] showed that BN generated unsmooth bass lines although produced
consonant harmonies in general. On the contrary the RNN generated smoother bass lines but
the alto and tenor lines tended to be monotonous. Hence, this comparison shows how
problematic it is to choose which ANN to adopt for the desired musical tasks. Another
problem with ANNs is that some network types such as dependency networks are time
consuming [34].
Linear Optimization was proved to be better than the early verbal descriptor for timbre
synthesis; however, it is limited to small dimensional spaces. In [26] it is stated that WCL
method performs significantly better in relatively simple three-dimensional spaces (in this
case the formant space and the SCG-EHA spaces) than in spaces where the dimensionality is
greater (the MDS space).
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Artificial Immune System was adopted in Opt-aiNet [29] for timbre orchestration. Since
orchestration can (and actually preferable) to have more than one possibility, Opt-aiNet was
developed to maximize diversity in the solution set of multi-modal optimization problems,
which results in multiple alternative orchestrations for the same reference sound that are
different among themselves. However, in other cases, producing multiple solutions (multiple
optima) in parallel might sometimes need some kind of filtration such as the case with chord
generation [38] that needed a penalty (threshold) function to decide for the good chords.
Rule-based systems is simply the coding of music theory rules which makes it the easier
to develop. Since learning music theory is not enough for humans to compose, rule-based
approach is not enough; that's why it is best to be used in assistance with other techniques
such as GAs in the fitness function.
Markov chains are suitable for predicting new notes based on the previous ones, but it is
limited to only one preceding note and hence does not support long term dependencies. As the
musical voices increase, Markov model will grow significantly; thus, it is more suitable for
monophonic rather than polyphonic music composition.
Generative adversarial networks are the state-of-the-art in music composition. Already
existing experiments shows that the music generated through GANs are highly ranked by
human listeners. GAN shave the advantage of being able to generate monophonic or
polyphonic music such as [24] in addition to working with symbolic [22-24] and waveform
[21]. The ability of having multiple adversarial networks enable enhancing the generated
music based on multiple features and factors but combining these network needs
optimization. The problem with GANS is the need for high computational power.

5. Study of Music Expressiveness Systems
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) had a great share of the early research related to
expressive performance simulation where the system learns from human players experience.
For example; Arcos et al. [46-49] works through the years 1998-2004, in addition to Suzuki et
al. work [50].
Some researchers formulated musical expressiveness mathematically such as Carlos and
Cancino [51] who proposed an expressive automatic accompaniment system based on basis
function models (BMs). As defined by the authors, basis functions are "numeric features that
capture specific aspects of a musical note and its surroundings". Structural properties of a
musical piece (given as a score), which are claimed to affect performance decisions, can be
modeled simply via basis functions. Similarly, M. Della Ventura [52] relied on mathematics
to develop an algorithm that can investigate the musical expressiveness of a musical piece by
reading the score on its symbolic level. Instead of manually modeling the expressiveness, the
algorithm identifies the harmonic functions and consequently provides indications for the
dynamics by means of graphic representation. Harmonic functions are identified based on a
musical grammar which is reflected in the functional harmony.
Sergio Giraldo and Rafael Ramírez [53] used fully connected ANNs to be trained to
produce expressive (ornamented) Jaz performance from non-expressive score. The input is the
score and its relevant performance by professional guitarist. They set a comparison between
different machine learning techniques for the same mentioned task.
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Table 3. Summary of AI techniques used in expressiveness
TECHNIQUE

REFEREN-CES

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Case-Based
Reasoning

2004 [49]

Needs more musical
information.

Basis
Functions

2001 [51] 2018 [52]

Artificial
Neural
Networks

2016 [53]

Perfect for learning
instrument playing by
example.
Contribute in building a
predictive model of
performance.
Imitate musical style
(Jaz).

Needs sampling technique to
be time efficient.
Music genre specific.

Table 3 summarizes the AI techniques used in expressive performance since the year
2004. CBR is very suitable for this task because they resemble humans' way of learning by
example; however, example only is not enough so we suggest adding musical knowledge to
assist in the simulation process. As for BFM, the generated basis functions contribute in
building a predictive model of performance that can predict appropriate patterns for
expressive performance dimensions such as tempo, timing, dynamics, and articulation. BFM
needs sampling, such as Gibbs sampling, to achieve the desired results. Finally, ANNs can be
trained to imitate a musical expressiveness style; nonetheless, the network cannot be
generalized to every music genre.

6. Results and Discussion
This section discusses the results interpreted from our analysis of the recent publications
in music generation field. Music improvisation applications focus on the use of GAs,
unsupervised learning, Markov chains, and FOs techniques. Factor Oracles has the greatest
share of improvisation applications; however, the resulting improvisations are not rich enough
to satisfy human ears. Enhancements might be through combining other techniques with the
FO such as following it with an ANN that evaluates the richness of the generated
improvisations.
As for music expressiveness, it is a rather new field of research that needs more work to
cover all the music genres and get closer in simulating human instrument players'
expressiveness. Current music expressiveness systems rely either on CBR, on basis functions,
or on neural networks techniques. Future research needs to focus on data-driven approaches to
achieve better results in music expressiveness.
Finally, music composition tackle the problem of automation of each composition task
through adopting various AI techniques among which: GAs for pitch, timbre, bass, chord, and
rhythm generation; CBR for pitch generation; ANNs for counterpoint, chorale, and chord
accompaniment; Deep NNs for pitch generation and chorale accompaniment; Linear
Optimization for timbre generation; AIS for timbre orchestration and chord accompaniment;
Rule-base for counterpoint and chord accompaniment; Markov chains for pitch generation
and counterpoint accompaniment; and GANs for pitch generation.
Although recent surveys such as [6] and [54] do not mention the advancements of
GANs, this intelligent technique represents a promising research path, not only for music
composition but for music generation systems in general. GANs provides for automatic
evaluation of the generated music from multiple points of view, not to mention the numerous
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opportunities for experimenting with GANs to perform a diversity of musical tasks.
Moreover, already existing experiments shows that the music generated through GANs are
highly ranked by human listeners.

7. Conclusion and Future work
Music generation applications span a wide spectrum between improvisation,
composition, and expressiveness categories. The main objective of this paper is to propose a
comprehensive analysis of the recent research in music generation systems. We study the
recent AI techniques used in music generation systems, focusing on music composition
applications, highlighting the weaknesses and strengths of each technique. Furthermore, we
aspire to shed the light on potential enhancements to the currently existing music generation
systems and on promising future research directions related to that field.
Our study shows that the most successful commonly used technique for improvisation is
factor oracles although it is preferable to combine it with other AI techniques to generate
richer music. As for music expressiveness which is a rather new field, mathematical models
and neural networks achieved the best results so far. However, future research in
expressiveness needs to focus on data-driven approaches. Composition systems have various
branches corresponding each musical task. Nonetheless, the state-of-the-art technique for
composition applications is the generative adversarial networks which were proven to
generate music most satisfying to human listeners.
Future work includes preparing a detailed survey for the algorithms used in computer
music composition. On the other hand, we intend to implement, combine and compare
between groups of algorithms in the field as conceivable.
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